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Abstract: Dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration is a widely used and effective indicator for assessing
water quality and pollution in aquatic environments. Continuous and large-scale inversion of
water environments using remote sensing imagery has become a hot topic in water environmental
research. Remote sensing technology has been extensively applied in water quality monitoring, but its
limited sampling frequency necessitates the development of a high-frequency dynamic water quality
monitoring model. In this study, we utilized Lake Chaohu as a case study. Firstly, we constructed a
dynamic water quality inversion model for monitoring DO concentrations using machine learning
methods, with Himawari-8 (H8) satellite imagery as input data and DO concentrations in Lake
Chaohu as output data. Secondly, the developed DO concentration inversion model was employed to
estimate the overall grid-based DO concentration in the Lake Chaohu region for the years 2019 to 2021.
Lastly, Pearson correlation analysis and significance tests were performed to examine the correlation
and significance between the estimated grid-based DO concentration and the ERA5 reanalysis dataset.
The results demonstrate that the Random Forest (RF) model performs best in DO concentration
inversion, with a high R2 score of 0.84, and low RMSE and MAE values of 0.69 and 0.54, respectively.
Compared to other models, the RF model improves average performance with a 38% increase in R2,
13% decrease in RMSE, and 33% decrease in MAE. The model accurately predicts DO concentrations.
Furthermore, the inversion results reveal seasonal differences in DO concentrations in Lake Chaohu
from 2019 to 2021, with higher concentrations in spring and winter, and lower concentrations in
summer and autumn. The average DO concentrations in the northwest, central-south, and northeast
regions of Lake Chaohu are 10.12 mg/L, 9.98 mg/L, and 9.96 mg/L, respectively, with higher
concentrations in the northwest region. Pearson correlation analysis indicates a significant correlation
(p < 0.01) between DO concentrations and temperature, surface pressure, latent heat flux from the
atmosphere to the surface, and latent heat flux from the surface to the atmosphere, with correlation
coefficients of −0.615, 0.583, −0.480, and 0.444, respectively. The results verify the feasibility of
using synchronous satellites for real-time inversion of DO concentrations, providing a more efficient,
economical, and accurate means for real-time monitoring of DO concentrations. This study has
practical value in improving the efficiency and accuracy of water environmental monitoring.

Keywords: Himawari-8; machine learning; water quality monitoring; dissolved oxygen

1. Introduction

Water quality monitoring plays a crucial role in the increasingly serious management
and monitoring of water environmental pollution and serves as the foundation for evaluat-
ing water quality and preventing pollution [1]. Lakes are important water resources that
play a significant role in the ecological environment and are sensitive to human activities
and climate change [2]. With the rapid economic development of nearby cities in the
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watershed, continuous inflow of pollutants into lakes has led to serious water pollution and
eutrophication issues in China’s lakes [3]. Therefore, improving the dynamic monitoring
and early warning capability of water quality is of great practical significance. Conventional
water quality monitoring methods often involve setting up numerous sampling sections in
lakes and manually collecting samples to monitor pollutant concentrations at that specific
moment. However, these methods have limitations such as limited coverage, high costs,
and poor real-time capabilities [4,5]. Remote sensing has become an important means of
water quality monitoring due to its advantages of full coverage, regularity, and dynamic
monitoring capabilities. Water quality parameters affect the remote sensing reflectance
(Rrs) captured by satellite sensors, and by correlating Rrs with water quality parameters,
remote sensing data can be used to monitor water quality changes in real time [6].

Dissolved oxygen (DO) refers to the oxygen molecules dissolved in water and is
one of the most important environmental factors in water bodies [7]. In lake ecosystems,
the concentration of DO is primarily influenced by temperature, atmospheric pressure,
and solar radiation. As temperature increases, the molecular kinetic energy in the liquid
increases, weakening the interactions between molecules. This leads to an accelerated
escape rate of oxygen molecules from the water, resulting in a decrease in DO concentration.
Additionally, gas exchange occurs between water and the atmosphere at the water surface,
with oxygen being one of the gases involved. When atmospheric pressure increases, oxygen
dissolves more easily into the water, as DO exists in a balance between the gas and liquid
phases [8]. Currently, DO is mainly estimated either indirectly through optically active
constituents (OACs) or directly through Rrs. In terms of indirect estimation using OACs,
Kim et al. [9] constructed a stepwise multiple regression model using sea surface tempera-
ture and chlorophyll-a (Chl-a) data, which are highly correlated with DO concentration, to
retrieve DO concentrations in the Yellow Sea (South Korea). Sagan et al. [10] found that
DO concentration affects Chl-a and algae in complex ways (e.g., production during photo-
synthesis and consumption during respiration) as well as temperature, providing indirect
spectral links among these parameters. Guo et al. [6] used Landsat and MODIS satellite
data and a support vector regression (SVR) model with strong generalization ability to
estimate measured DO concentrations in four lakes, including Lake Huron, and reproduced
the spatial distribution and monthly variations of Lake Huron’s DO from 1984 to 2000.
Regarding direct estimation using Rrs, Karakay et al. [11] proposed a simple approach
based on optimal fit multiple linear regression to estimate DO concentrations using Landsat
7 data. Sharaf El Din et al. [12] developed a backpropagation neural network to estimate
DO using Landsat 8 data and mapped the spatial distribution of DO concentrations in the
Saint John River in Canada. Batur et al. [13] estimated DO concentrations in Lake Gala
(Turkey) using data fusion and mining techniques, such as principal component analysis
(PCA), with the assistance of Landsat 8 and Sentinel-2A. These studies demonstrate the
potential of remote sensing satellites in monitoring DO concentrations at high spatial and
temporal resolutions. However, previous studies typically used polarorbiting remote sens-
ing satellites, which have low revisit rates at the same location (e.g., a 5-day revisit period
for Sentinel-2 [5,14], and even a 16-day revisit period for Landsat-8 [15,16]). Often, multiple
years of data accumulation are required to establish effective inversion models.

Himawari-8 (H8), a geostationary meteorological satellite, is one of the most advanced
weather satellites globally and provides important data support for environmental moni-
toring and other fields [17]. It captures a global image every 10 min and an image of the
Asian region every 2.5 min, allowing for high-frequency and high-temporal-resolution
observations during extreme weather events. Taniguchi et al. [18] used H8 hourly sea
surface temperature to describe short-term surface flow changes in the region south of
the Lembeh Strait during the summer. Torres et al. [19] generated annual and seasonal
estimation models for Chl-a and total suspended matter (TSM) using H8 satellite data and
linear regression. H8 possesses high spatial coverage and a high revisit rate [20–22], making
it suitable for monitoring the rapid changes associated with water pollution events and
meeting the dynamic monitoring requirements of remote sensing water quality inversion.
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Machine learning is well suited for the complex and nonlinear fitting of remote sens-
ing water quality inversion data [23]. Many researchers have utilized machine learning
algorithms and satellite remote sensing data to invert and estimate various water quality
parameters. Guo et al. [6] combined Landsat and MODIS data, as well as water tempera-
ture and coordinate information from sampling points, using the SVR model to achieve
long-term retrieval of DO concentrations at multiple spatial and temporal scales. Liu
et al. [24] compared multiple algorithms, including Random Forest (RF), Back Propaga-
tion Neural Network, Partial Least Squares, and PSO-LSSVM, using unmanned aerial
vehicle-based hyperspectral remote sensing data and concluded that the RF algorithm
significantly improved the accuracy of Chl-a prediction. Xu et al. [25] compared the per-
formance of different machine learning algorithms and ultimately selected RF as the core
of their water quality prediction framework. The experimental results showed that the
RF-based water quality prediction framework achieved an accuracy of 92.94% in predict-
ing salinity in nearshore waters. This indicates that machine learning algorithms have
significant advantages over traditional regression methods and can effectively capture
the nonlinear mapping relationship between water quality parameter concentrations and
remote sensing reflectance.

The aim of this study is to develop a dynamic inversion model for DO concentration
using H8 satellite data and machine learning algorithms. The feasibility of combining
synchronous satellite data and non-optically active constituents (NOACs) will be validated
through the analysis of long-term measured DO data. The goal is to achieve continuous
and dynamic monitoring of DO concentration over a large area. This research provides a
scientific basis for strengthening the management of organic pollution in lakes, supporting
water pollution prevention and control, and implementing water quality monitoring and
early warning systems.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data and Data Preprocessing
2.1.1. Synchronous Satellite Data

The H8 satellite is equipped with the Advanced Himawari Imager (AHI) [26], which
includes 3 visible bands, 3 near-infrared bands, and 10 infrared bands. It captures images
of the entire Earth disk every 10 min, covering the Asia-Pacific region, including Asia,
Oceania, and parts of the Pacific Ocean. The coverage area is approximately half of the
Earth, equivalent to around 3.9 million square miles. It provides high levels of spatial
coverage and high temporal resolution. The H8 satellite data used in this study were
obtained from the Himawari Monitor p-free system (https://www.eorc.jaxa.jp/ptree/,
accessed on 15 July 2022), with a spatial resolution of 2 km. Data from 1 January 2019 to 31
December 2021 were selected, and hourly sampling was performed to match the temporal
resolution of the measured DO data. A total of 26,258 images were obtained. Channels 1 to
16 were used for DO inversion, with channels 1–6 mainly used for obtaining visible and
infrared images to monitor surface clouds, atmospheric details, temperature, and weather
patterns, and channels 7–16 mainly used for infrared temperature detection and high-
resolution infrared images to detect atmospheric temperature, water vapor distribution,
and cloud features and properties, as well as cloud and surface temperature distribution.
The roles of each channel are shown in Table 1.

https://www.eorc.jaxa.jp/ptree/
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Table 1. Himawari-8/AHI Channels 1 to 16: Parameters.

Band Center Wavelength/µm Primary Functions of Each Channel

Rrs_01 0.46 Vegetation, Aerosol Observation, Color Image Synthesis
Rrs_02 0.51 Vegetation, Aerosol Observation, Color Image Synthesis
Rrs_03 0.64 Lower Cloud (Fog) Observation, Color Image Synthesis
Rrs_04 0.86 Vegetation, Aerosol Observation
Rrs_05 1.6 Identification of Various Cloud Phases
Rrs_06 2.3 Observation of Cloud Droplet Effective Radius
tbb_07 3.9 Observation of Lower Clouds (Fog), Natural Disasters
tbb_08 6.2 Observation of Upper- and Middle-Level Water Vapor Content
tbb_09 7.0 Observation of Middle-Level Water Vapor Content
tbb_10 7.3 Observation of Middle- and Lower-Level Water Vapor Content
tbb_11 8.6 Cloud Phase Identification and SO2 Monitoring
tbb_12 9.6 Measurement of Total Ozone Amount
tbb_13 10.4 Observation of Cloud Images and Cloud Top Conditions
tbb_14 11.2 Observation of Cloud Images and Sea Surface Temperature
tbb_15 12.3 Observation of Cloud Images and Sea Surface Temperature
tbb_16 13.3 Measurement of Cloud Layer Height

The obtained H8 data are at Level 1, and direct use may introduce errors. L1-level
data constitutes the first stage in meteorological remote sensing data processing, primarily
involving observational data acquired from satellite sensors through a series of prepro-
cessing steps to render them suitable for meteorological analysis and applications. The
H8 satellite carries multiple sensors, including visible and infrared sensors, to capture
imagery across different spectral bands. These sensors measure radiation emanating from
Earth’s atmosphere, enabling the retrieval of meteorological information. Raw data ob-
tained from sensors includes noise and other interferences, necessitating preprocessing
steps to eliminate these disturbances. This may involve removal of faulty pixels (such
as bad points), calibration of radiometric units, temperature correction, and other mea-
sures to ensure data accuracy and consistency. In the process of Earth calibration, raw
radiance data is transformed into surface reflectance or brightness temperature. This
transformation is achieved by comparison with known radiative sources, ensuring the
accuracy of measurement outcomes. The data need to be georeferenced to correspond
to actual geographical locations on Earth’s surface, requiring geolocation. This involves
mapping pixel coordinates to geographic coordinates for correct visualization on maps.
Cloud cover in meteorological images can obstruct observations of the Earth’s surface. In
L1-level processing, techniques may be applied to detect and remove clouds, enhancing
the depiction of surface information.

L1-level data is typically stored in standardized formats for subsequent analysis and
applications. This may involve specific image formats, such as Network Common Data
Form (NetCDF), or other formats suitable for meteorological data. The format employed
in this study is NetCDF. In essence, the H8 satellite’s L1-level data constitutes a series of
preprocessed and corrected raw observation data, pivotal for generating high-quality mete-
orological imagery, monitoring weather changes, and conducting meteorological analysis.
At this stage, the data primarily focuses on obtaining accurate radiative information and
applying basic image enhancement techniques to facilitate better understanding and uti-
lization of the data. Therefore, atmospheric and orthorectification corrections are necessary.
The required remote sensing data were extracted from the orthorectified data by finding
the pixel coordinates of the monitoring sections.

When utilizing H8 satellite data, we employed the Py6S model [27] for atmospheric
correction. This model utilizes atmospheric radiative transfer simulations and is based
on configured atmospheric parameters, including the selection of suitable aerosol types
and the specification of atmospheric pressure and water vapor content. The selection of
these parameters is grounded in geographical location, season, and specific application
contexts. The parameters used were sourced from the European Centre for Medium-Range
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Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Copernicus Climate Data Store. Subsequently, we proceeded
by iteratively traversing each pixel within the dataset. For every pixel, we acquired its
original reflectance value, and then performed atmospheric correction calculations using
the Py6S model, updated with the determined parameters. Based on the model’s apparent
radiance output, we converted it into corrected reflectance values and updated the dataset,
thereby obtaining more accurate surface reflectance measurements.

Based on Gordon’s original standard near-infrared empirical atmospheric correction
algorithm for aquatic remote sensing, the correction is performed by leveraging the unique
spectral characteristics of water’s reflectance [28]. The formula for the model is as follows:

Rrs(λ) =
π · (Rcorr

rs (λ)− Ra(λ))

F0(λ) · cos(θs)
(1)

In the equation, Rrs(λ) represents the remote sensing reflectance of the water body,
Rcorr

rs (λ) stands for the apparent reflectance which has undergone atmospheric correction,
Ra(λ) signifies the atmospheric reflectance, F0(λ) denotes the solar irradiance, and θs refers
to the solar zenith angle.

Finally, the corrected brightness temperature data were converted to surface tempera-
ture using Equation (4), and the atmospheric corrected radiance temperature data were
converted to brightness temperature using Equations (2) and (3).

Tb =
c2

ln
(

1 + c1
Ls f c

) (2)

Ls f c =
L
Ta

(3)

Ts =
Tb

1 +
(

λ1Tb
ρv

)
ln(e)

(4)

where Tb refers to brightness temperature, c1 and c2 are constants, Ls f c represents land
surface radiance temperature, L represents radiance temperature data after atmospheric
correction, Ta represents land surface temperature, Ts represents surface temperature, λ1
represents the proportional constant in the TBB band of H8, ρv represents atmospheric
water vapor content, and e represents water vapor pressure.

According to the research by Chen et al. [29], the Rrs corresponding to solar zenith
angles (SOZ) less than 60◦ is considered to be valid data. Equation (5) is applied to correct
the Rrs of bands 1 to 6, in order to mitigate the errors in the reflectance data caused by
the offset of SOZ. Based on the threshold proposed by Ning et al. [22] and Qi et al. [30],
when the Rrs of band 1 is less than or equal to 0.25, the obtained reflectance is generally
not affected by solar flicker, thick atmospheric aerosols, and thick cloud cover, and is thus
considered to be valid data.

R′rsi =
Rrsi

cos(α× (1− 1.3× sin(0.05× α)))
(5)

where i = 1.....6, R′rsi represents the i-th channel of the corrected reflectance, Rrsi represents
the remote sensing reflectance of the i-th channel, and α represents SOZ.

For H8′s L1-level data, we initially conducted atmospheric correction using the re-
fined 6S model. Following correction, we applied the Gordon model to perform water
body correction on the remote sensing Rrs data. The corrected radiance temperature data
were subsequently converted to surface temperature. Using Equations (2) and (3), the
atmospherically corrected radiance temperature data were transformed into brightness
temperature data. Equation (4) was employed to calculate the surface temperature data.
Subsequently, the portion of Rrs corresponding to SOZ of less than 60◦ was considered to
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be valid data. Equation (5) was applied to correct the Rrs for bands 1 to 6, and ultimately,
data with R′rs1 ≤ 0.25 were deemed valid. The specific flowchart is illustrated in Figure 1.
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2.1.2. DO Data

The measured water quality data used in this study are obtained from the National
Surface Water Quality Automatic Monitoring Real-Time Data, which is a comprehensive
business portal of the Ministry of Ecology and Environment for the “13th Five-Year Plan”
period. The data collection follows the technical specifications of surface water automatic
monitoring (HJ 915-2017). The DO data for the Lake Chaohu area from 2019 to 2021 are
retrieved. Lake Chaohu (117◦17′27.90′′~117◦50′35.78′′ E, 31◦42′40.87′′~31◦25′11.45′′ N) is
the fifth largest freshwater lake in China, located in the central part of Anhui Province. It
has a lake area of approximately 800 km2 and a shoreline length of 181 km. The maximum
water area is about 825 km2, with a maximum water storage capacity of 4.81 billion m3

and a maximum depth of 7.98 m. It serves as an important drinking water source for the
cities of Hefei and Chaohu, playing a significant role in the economic development and
modernization of Anhui Province. According to the “Surface Water Environmental Quality
Standards” (GB3838-2002), the overall water quality of Lake Chaohu is classified as Class
III, showing eutrophication, excessive levels of total phosphorus and total nitrogen, and
frequent occurrences of cyanobacteria blooms. The spatial distribution of the monitoring
sections within the Lake Chaohu region is shown in Figure 2. The monitoring time of the
water quality automatic monitoring stations is used as the data annotation time, with a
monitoring frequency of 1 h per measurement, and the unit is mg/L. In this study, seven
valid monitoring sections with DO measurements are selected based on the coordinates
determined in Section 2.1.1. The information of the monitoring sections is provided in
Table 2.
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Table 2. Information for each monitoring section in Chaohu Lake.

Monitoring Sections Longitude and Latitude Time Span or Time Period

Dongbanhuhuxin 117.62◦ E, 31.522◦ N

1 January 2019–31 December 2021

Hubin 117.4203◦ E, 31.6461◦ N
Huanglu 117.6331◦ E, 31.5778◦ N

Xibanhuhuxin 117.3725◦ E, 31.6527◦ N
Xinheruhuqu 117.3832◦ E, 31.5674◦ N

Zhaoheruhuqu 117.5605◦ E, 31.4726◦ N
Zhongmiao 117.4696◦ E, 31.5658◦ N

Since automatic water quality monitoring stations may be influenced by environmental
changes or instrument failures during data collection, it is necessary to handle missing
and abnormal data to ensure the accuracy of the model’s fitted data. The missing values
in the obtained DO data are removed, following the 3σ principle. Concentration data
within the range of DOmean − 3× DOstd, DOmean + 3× DOstd are retained as the actual
DO data used in the model, while data outside this range are considered as abnormal and
removed. Here, DOmean represents the average DO concentration of the current monitoring
section, and DOstd represents the standard deviation of the DO concentration of the current
monitoring section.

2.1.3. ERA5 Reanalysis Data

ERA5 is the latest global reanalysis dataset of the atmosphere, land surface, and ocean
by the ECMWF. It is the successor to ERA-Interim and provides a comprehensive collection
of global meteorological, land, and ocean observations from 1979 to the present [31].
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ERA5 incorporates global meteorological, land, and ocean observation data from 1979 to
the present. Employing advanced physical processes and data assimilation techniques,
ERA5 provides high-quality reanalysis of the atmosphere, land, and ocean. Reanalysis
involves the use of modern analysis methods and meteorological models, combined with
observational data and historical simulations, to generate a consistent series of historical
meteorological data, encompassing various meteorological, land, and oceanic elements
such as temperature, wind, precipitation, clouds, land surface temperature, and sea surface
temperature. This fills in gaps in observations from the past. The temporal resolution is 1 h
per time step, and the spatial resolution is 0.25◦.

The ERA5 analysis dataset utilized in this study includes temperature at a height
of 2 m, latent heat flux from the surface to the atmosphere, surface pressure, latent heat
flux from the atmosphere to the surface, and total precipitation. Temperature in the
atmosphere varies with altitude. Near the Earth’s surface, temperature is generally highest,
gradually decreasing with increasing altitude. To better understand the actual temperature
experienced by humans and surface ecosystems, “2 m temperature” is introduced. It
represents the temperature measured at a height of 2 m above the ground. This is a
reasonable choice, as at this height, temperature typically closely reflects the actual air
temperature experienced by people. The latent heat flux from the surface to the atmosphere
is an important concept described in meteorology and Earth science. It quantifies the
heat released or absorbed during water phase transitions. Specifically, it refers to the
heat released when water evaporates from a liquid state (such as surface water bodies
or soil moisture) into water vapor, or the heat absorbed when water vapor condenses
into liquid water. Conversely, the latent heat flux from the atmosphere to the surface
refers to the heat either released when water vapor condenses into liquid water in the
atmosphere or absorbed when water vapor falls to the surface and evaporates. Surface
pressure refers to the atmospheric pressure at the Earth’s surface, and is often used to
indicate the atmospheric pressure exerted on the Earth’s surface. Surface pressure is
a crucial parameter in weather and climate research, playing a key role in predicting
weather, analyzing meteorological phenomena, and studying atmospheric motions. Total
precipitation refers to the accumulated amount of precipitation in a specific area over
a given time period. The ERA5 reanalysis data used in this study was downloaded
from https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/cdsapp#!/dataset/reanalysis-era5-land?tab=form
(accessed on 25 August 2022), in the format of NetCDF files.

2.2. Model Development and Performance Evaluation
2.2.1. Inversion Dataset

Firstly, based on the spatial and temporal fusion of the H8 calibration data and the
measured dissolved oxygen data at each monitoring section of Chaohu Lake, the spatial
and temporal fusion of the remote sensing data at 10 min intervals and the water quality
data at 1 h intervals is carried out. To achieve the spatial and temporal fusion of water
quality data and remote sensing data, the measured DO data from monitoring sections
and the channel information and spectral indices of H8 data resolved using the same
latitude and longitude coordinates are spatially fused. In terms of time, the shooting
time of H8 images is synchronized with the time of DO measurements based on the
lower frequency of water quality data (1 h per time step) to ensure consistent time scales.
To develop a DO inversion model suitable for the entire lake region, the data from the
seven effective monitoring sections in Lake Chaohu are combined, resulting in a total of
17,366 valid data points (N = 17,366). DO is considered to be the output data for the model.
As each monitoring station is situated within a 2 × 2 km grid cell, this study treats the
inverted DO concentration values as the average for individual measurement location
grids. To maximize the utilization of remote sensing data, this study uses visible bands 1–6
and infrared bands 7–16 as input data for the model. Additionally, the time of each H8
observation is converted into cosine values and used as one of the input data [32]. For

https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/cdsapp#!/dataset/reanalysis-era5-land?tab=form
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the date component, the following equation, Equation (6), is used to convert the date into
cosine values:

cosine(t) = cos
(

2πd
365

)
(6)

where d represents the number of days in a year. The purpose of this formula is to convert
the date into a cosine value with periodic characteristics, where the total number of days
in a year is the length of the period. Since the date is a continuous variable throughout
the year, converting it into a cosine value with periodic characteristics allows the model
to better utilize the cyclic features of the date, such as seasonal variations. For the time
component, the following Equation (7) is used to convert the time into cosine values:

cosine(t) = cos
(

2πs
86, 400

)
(7)

where s represents the number of seconds in a day. The purpose of this formula is to convert
the time into cosine values with periodic characteristics, where the total number of seconds
in a day is the length of the period. Since time is a continuous variable within a day, con-
verting it into cosine values with periodic characteristics allows the model to better utilize
the cyclic features of time, such as daily peaks and troughs. In summary, the approach
of converting date and time into cosine values helps the model better utilize the periodic
characteristics in the time series data, thereby improving the predictive performance of
the model.

In machine learning, proper dataset partitioning can improve training efficiency. There-
fore, we divided the water quality inversion dataset, and 80% of the data was randomly
allocated for training the model, while 20% of the data was used for model validation. We
also normalized the training dataset using the following equation, Equation (8):

x′i =
xi − x

σ
(8)

In the equation, x′i represents the ith standardized variable of x; xi represents the
ith variable of x; x represents the mean of the x variables; and σ represents the standard
deviation of the x variables.

2.2.2. Model Selection

In this study, six machine learning algorithms, namely Multiple Linear Regression
(MLR), Ridge Regression (RR) [33], Classification And Regression Tree (CDRT) [34], SVR [6],
RF [24], and eXtreme Gradient Boosting tree (XGBoost) [35], were selected as comparative
models for experimentation. The dataset was divided using a consistent method, and
the grid search method (GridSearchCV) was employed to select the relatively optimal
hyperparameters for each model.

Each machine learning algorithm has its own characteristics. Ridge Regression is
a linear regression model that uses L2 regularization. By adding a regularization term
to the loss function, it effectively avoids overfitting issues and improves the model’s
generalization ability. Due to the L2 regularization, the RR algorithm can shrink coefficients,
minimizing the impact of low correlation between variables on the model and reducing the
model’s variance.

CDRT is a commonly used non-parametric regression model that can classify samples
based on input features and generate a tree-like structure. It is easy to understand and
interpret, providing an intuitive display of the relationships between features. CDRT does
not require assumptions about data distribution, can handle non-linear problems, and is
suitable for various types of data, displaying robustness.

SVR is a variation of Support Vector Machines (SVM) primarily used for regression
problems. It maps data to a high-dimensional space through non-linear mapping, selects
representative support vectors to construct the optimal hyperplane, and maximizes the
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margin between predicted values and true values. SVR exhibits strong robustness and
the ability to handle non-linear problems, but it is sensitive to feature scaling. It requires
selection of an appropriate kernel function and appropriate tuning parameters to optimize
model performance.

RF is an ensemble learning method consisting of multiple decision trees. Each decision
tree is built based on different random subsets of samples and random features. Predictions
are made through voting or averaging. RF demonstrates robustness and the ability to
handle high-dimensional data and non-linear problems effectively. It does not require
preprocessing operations such as feature scaling or data standardization. RF is widely
applied in various fields, including classification, regression, anomaly detection, and feature
selection, and is considered a highly effective machine learning method.

XGBoost is an efficient implementation of the Gradient Boosting Regression Tree
(GBRT) algorithm. It incorporates the gradient boosting idea, requiring less memory and
operating at a faster speed compared to other implementations. XGBoost has gained
popularity due to its high performance in various tasks.

2.2.3. Model Evaluation and Hyperparameter Tuning

To accurately assess the fitting and performance of the models, this study adopted
three metrics as evaluation criteria: coefficient of determination (R2), root mean square error
(RMSE), and mean absolute error (MAE). R2 is used to evaluate the agreement between
the simulated values and the observed values of multiple variables. RMSE measures
the deviation between the simulated values and the measured values, directly reflecting
the dispersion of the simulated values around the measured values. MAE indirectly
measures the accuracy of the model, with lower values indicating higher accuracy. The
calculation formulas, ranges, and optimal values for these evaluation metrics are shown in
Table 3. For the evaluation metrics, the GridSearchCV method was employed to perform
hyperparameter tuning for each model, selecting the best parameters as fixed parameters
for the models.

Table 3. Model evaluation metrics.

Model Evaluation
Metrics Computational Formula Value Range Best Value

R2
R2 =

(
1− ∑n

i=1(yi−ŷ)2

∑n
i=1(yi−y)2

)
[0,1] 1

RMSE RMSE =

√
1
n

n
∑

i=1
(yi − ŷ)2 [0,+∞] 0

MAE MAE = 1
n

n
∑

i=1
|yi − ŷ| [0,+∞] 0

Notes: In the table, R2 represents the coefficient of determination between the simulated values and the measured
values. yi represents the i-th feature of the measured water quality variable, y represents the mean value of the
measured water quality variable, ŷi represents the simulated value of the i-th feature of the water quality variable,
and n represents the sample size.

2.2.4. Correlation Analysis

To determine the influencing factors of DO concentration, this section conducts a
Pearson correlation analysis between the overall DO concentration obtained from the RF
model inversion for the Lake Chaohu region and specific ERA5 reanalysis data acquired in
Section 2.1.3. To ensure data quality, we calculate the daily averages of the inverted overall
DO concentration for the Lake Chaohu region and perform a Pearson correlation analysis
with ERA5 reanalysis data. Prior to conducting the correlation analysis, we employ the
variance inflation factor (VIF) for collinearity diagnosis of variables. If VIF < 10 [36], the
variables pass the collinearity diagnosis, indicating the absence of collinearity issues.

VIFi =
1

1− R2
i

(9)
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VIFi measures the variance inflation factor for the predictor variable Xi to assess its
multicollinearity with other predictor variables. R2

i represents the coefficient of determi-
nation (R-squared value) when using Xi as the response variable and other variables as
feature variables in regression analysis. It quantifies the goodness of fit. A higher value
of R2

i corresponds to a larger VIFi value, indicating a more pronounced multicollinearity
between the predictor variable Xi and other predictor variables.

r =
1

n− 1

n

∑
i=1

(
Xi − X

sX

)(
Yi − Y

sY

)
(10)

r represents the simple correlation coefficient of the sample, where Xi is the ith value of the
first variable, Yi is the ith value of the second variable, X is the mean of the first variable X,
Y is the mean of the variable Y, sX is the standard deviation of the first variable X, and sY is
the standard deviation of the second variable Y.

3. Results
3.1. Analysis of Measured DO Data

Figure 3 shows the monthly average time series trend of DO concentration at different
monitoring sections from 2019 to 2021, and Figure 4 shows the seasonal average of DO
concentration over the three years.
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From the temporal distribution, as shown in Figure 3 and Table 4, it can be observed
that the original DO concentration in Lake Chaohu exhibits significant seasonal varia-
tion. The MK trend test reveals that the overall DO concentration in spring (March to
May) shows a decreasing trend (p < 0.01), while in autumn (September to November), it
shows an increasing trend (p < 0.01). The DO concentration in summer (June to August)
(8.19 ± 2.29 mg/L) is lower than in winter (December to February) (11.69 ± 1.02 mg/L),
and it exhibits different trends among different years, indicating significant seasonal dif-
ferences. The standard deviation of DO concentration is higher in summer and lower in
winter, indicating larger fluctuations in DO during summer and smaller fluctuations during
winter. In terms of annual variation, the minimum average DO concentration occurs in
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summer, while the maximum average occurs in winter, indicating an uneven distribution
of DO concentration at the seasonal level and the significant influence of temperature.
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Table 4. Seasonal average values and standard deviations at different sections of Lake Chaohu.
(DO/(mg/L)).

Section Spring Summer Autumn Winter Entire Year
Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std

Chaohu 9.97 1.76 8.19 2.29 9.04 1.78 11.69 1.02 9.68 2.20
Dongbanhuhuxin 10.22 1.72 8.24 2.06 8.93 1.64 11.81 0.81 9.83 2.13

Hubin 9.80 1.90 8.50 2.66 9.26 1.90 11.61 1.08 9.74 2.28
Huanglu 10.17 1.64 8.46 2.14 8.99 1.42 11.88 0.84 9.84 2.04

Xibanhuhuxin 9.74 2.06 8.35 2.49 9.25 2.07 11.64 1.15 9.69 2.35
Xinheruhuqu 9.93 1.73 7.52 2.05 8.77 1.85 11.84 1.39 9.46 2.38

Zhaoheruhuqu 10.01 1.56 7.94 1.88 8.95 1.50 11.66 0.84 9.54 2.04
Zhongmiao 9.92 1.56 8.38 2.52 9.09 1.90 11.44 0.87 9.70 2.14

From the spatial distribution, as shown in Figure 4 and Table 4, it can be observed that the
section with the highest DO concentration in Lake Chaohu is Huanglu (11.88 ± 0.84 mg/L),
while the section with the lowest DO concentration is Xinheruhuqu (7.52 ± 2.05 mg/L). The
northeastern region of Lake Chaohu (Huanglu and Dongbanhuhuxin) generally has rela-
tively higher DO concentrations, while the southern region (Zhaoheruhuqu) has relatively
lower DO concentrations. The DO concentration is also relatively higher along the coastal
areas (Hubin, Zhongmiao). The section with the highest standard deviation is Xinheruhuqu,
likely due to multiple rivers flowing into this area, resulting in larger fluctuations in DO
concentration compared to other sections.

3.2. Model Performance

Pearson correlation analysis was used to compare the correlation between all remote
sensing features and DO concentration. Table 5 presents the Pearson correlation coeffi-
cients between various features and the measured DO data, indicating the feasibility of
using remote sensing information such as visible, near-infrared, and shortwave infrared
bands of Rrs, infrared bands of surface temperature, and cosine values of time for DO
concentration inversion.
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Table 5. The Pearson correlation coefficients between DO and various features.

Features Pearson Features Pearson

Rrs_01 −0.10 ** tbb_10 0.05
Rrs_02 −0.12 ** tbb_11 −0.24 **
Rrs_03 −0.21 ** tbb_12 −0.30 **
Rrs_04 −0.01 tbb_13 −0.23 **
Rrs_05 −0.06 ** tbb_14 −0.21 **
Rrs_06 −0.07 ** tbb_15 −0.17 **
tbb_07 −0.31 ** tbb_16 −0.20 **
tbb_08 0.04 ** cos_day 0.32 **
tbb_09 0.05 ** cos_hour −0.15 **

Note: ** indicates a significant correlation (at a two-tailed significance level of 0.01) based on Pearson
correlation analysis.

The MLR model, as a linear regression model, lacks direct tunable hyperparameters.
The linear_model.LinearRegression model from the scikit-learn library in Python was di-
rectly employed for computations, yielding a linear regression equation of y = 0.725 x + 2.75.
The optimal results for the remaining five machine learning models after hyperparameter
tuning using GridSearchCV are presented in Table 6.

Table 6. Optimal values of hyperparameters for each model.

Model Optimal Values of Hyperparameters

RR alpha = 0.20
CDRT Max_depth = 9, Min_samples_split = 2, Min_samples_leaf = 1
SVR kernel = ‘rbf’, C = 100

RF Max_depth = 50, n_estimators = 900, max_features = 5, min_samples_split = 2,
min_samples_leaf = 1

XGBoost n_estimators = 900, max_depth = 50, learning_rate = 0.01, subsample = 0.5

The evaluation results of the models on the test set, representing the performance of
the models in practical applications, are shown in Table 7 and Figure 5. The RF model
performs the best in DO inversion, with a high R2 score of 0.84 and low RMSE and MAE
values of 0.69 and 0.54, respectively, indicating accurate prediction of DO concentration.
The SVR model (R2 = 0.72, RMSE = 0.89, MAE = 0.67) and XGBoost model (R2 = 0.83,
RMSE = 0.70, MAE = 0.54) also show good performance. The CDRT model has moderate
accuracy, with an R2 score of 0.62 and relatively low RMSE and MAE values. However, the
MLR and RR models perform the worst, with an R2 score of only 0.43 and higher RMSE
and MAE values. The RF model shows an average improvement of 38% in R2, a 13%
reduction in RMSE, and a 33% reduction in MAE compared to other models, indicating its
effectiveness in DO inversion.

Table 7. The performance of the algorithm models.

Algorithm Models R2 RMSE (mg/L) MAE

MLR 0.43 1.28 1.02
RR 0.43 1.28 1.02

CDRT 0.62 1.04 0.80
SVR 0.72 0.89 0.67
RF 0.84 0.69 0.54

XGBoost 0.83 0.70 0.54
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To further validate the performance of RF, we compared the measured DO and es-
timated DO for each season. As shown in Figure 6, the model performed poorly in the
spring season, and DO values in the range of 7–13 mg/L were observed. The spring season
was characterized by significant temperature changes, which in turn affected the release
rate of oxygen in the lake. The DO concentration varied accordingly. Spring is also a season
with relatively high rainfall in the Jianghuai region of China, leading to a large influx of
rainwater and runoff into Lake Chaohu. This increases the flow rate of the lake water, and
it is also the traditional production season for aquaculture in Lake Chaohu, resulting in a
higher discharge of aquaculture waste and a larger range of DO concentration variations.

To validate the accuracy of the RF model in long-term sequence applications, this
study sequentially calculated the monthly average values for the observed data from seven
monitoring stations. The monthly average values of each station were further averaged
across all seven stations, with the results serving as the observed monthly average DO
concentration for the entire Lake Chaohu region. Using the trained RF model and H8
satellite data, the DO concentrations for each 2× 2 km grid cell were inverted. The inverted
DO concentrations were then averaged across all grid cells fully within the lake to obtain
the overall inverted DO concentration for the Lake Chaohu region. Subsequently, the
time-series inverted DO concentration values were averaged on a monthly basis to derive
the inverted monthly average DO concentration for the Lake Chaohu region. To assess the
accuracy of the inversion, a comparison was made with the observed monthly average DO
concentrations. The comparison results are shown in Figure 7; the trends of the inverted
and observed monthly average values generally aligned. The errors between the inverted
and observed monthly average values remained within 1 mg/L. Notably, the RF model
tended to overestimate or underestimate high and low values, especially at extreme points,
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indicating a need for further improvement in the RF model. Nevertheless, the overall error
was relatively small.
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3.3. DO Spatio-Temporal Distribution

In this study, using H8 data from 2019 to 2021 and the optimized RF model, the grid-
based DO concentrations in the entirety of Lake Chaohu were re-estimated. The results are
shown in Figure 8. The lake was divided into three parts: northwest, central-south, and
northeast. The analysis revealed that the average annual DO concentration in Lake Chaohu
decreased by 1.4% and 0.9% in 2020 and 2021, respectively, compared to 2019. Regarding the
intra-annual variations, the overall DO concentration in Lake Chaohu showed a decreasing
trend followed by an increasing trend. Generally, DO concentration started to decline from
January to July, reaching its lowest point, and then began to rise from August to September.
Subsequently, a brief decline occurred in October to November, followed by a gradual
increase from December to the next January, reaching the highest value. The variation in DO
concentration exhibited seasonal differences, with the highest concentrations observed in
winter and the lowest concentrations observed in summer and autumn. In terms of spatial
distribution, the DO concentrations in Lake Chaohu were uneven. From 2019 to 2021, the
annual average DO concentrations in the northwest, central-south, and northeast regions
of Lake Chaohu were 10.12 mg/L, 9.98 mg/L, and 9.96 mg/L, respectively. Therefore, it
can be concluded that the DO concentration in the northwest region of Lake Chaohu is
higher than that in the central-south and northeast regions.
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3.4. The Factors Influencing DO Concentration

Combined with the ERA5 data analyzed near Lake Chaohu, Pearson correlation
analysis was performed on the inversion results of DO concentration in the Lake Chaohu
region from 2019 to 2021. All variables passed the collinearity test, with VIF values less
than 10, as shown in Table 8. The results of the correlation analysis are presented in
Table 9. Among the correlation indicators, DO showed a significant negative correlation
with temperature, with a correlation coefficient of −0.615. Surface pressure, latent heat
flux from the atmosphere to the surface, and latent heat flux from the surface to the
atmosphere followed as the next important factors, with correlation coefficients of 0.583,
−0.480, and 0.444, respectively. The significance level (P) for all correlations was less than
0.01, indicating that temperature is the main factor influencing dissolved oxygen. Typically,
an increase in the latent heat flux from the atmosphere to the surface results in higher water
temperature on the lake surface, which leads to a decrease in the solubility of dissolved
oxygen in the water.
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Table 8. The results of collinearity diagnosis.

Correlation Indicators VIF

Temperature 8.54
Latent heat flux from the Earth’s surface to the atmosphere 3.15

Surface pressure 5.57
Latent heat flux from the atmosphere to the surface 3.00

Total precipitation 1.14

Table 9. Correlation between DO and various correlation indicators.

Correlation Indicators Pearson

Temperature −0.615 **
Latent heat flux from the Earth’s surface to the atmosphere 0.444 **

Surface pressure 0.583 **
Latent heat flux from the atmosphere to the surface −0.480 **

Total precipitation −0.208 **
Note: ** indicates a significant correlation (at a two-tailed significance level of 0.01) based on Pearson
correlation analysis.

4. Discussion
4.1. Limitations of the Model

The results obtained from the model in this study may have some discrepancies with
the actual values, which can be attributed to various factors. Firstly, the water quality
parameters are collected from fixed monitoring points, while the remote sensing satellite
data used in the study has a relatively low spatial resolution (2 km). This can lead to
the presence of other interfering factors within the same remote sensing pixel, making it
challenging to achieve a perfect match. Secondly, the DO concentrations outputted by the
proposed DO inversion model represent the average concentration within a remote sensing
pixel, which may not directly correspond to the levels measured by automatic monitoring
stations. The proximity to land and the influence of the nearshore effect [37] can also
impact the accuracy of the inversion results, with the performance being less satisfactory
in areas closer to the lake’s shoreline [15]. Furthermore, the real-time water quality mea-
surements taken at automatic monitoring stations may be affected by unexpected events
such as changes in sensor environment, network failures, or the passage of vessels and fish
schools. Additionally, remote sensing satellites are unable to capture the vertical profiles of
water bodies, and different water bodies exhibit significant individual variations in their
optical properties. All these factors can introduce certain errors in water quality inversion
and prediction.

The models were exclusively trained on data from the Lake Chaohu region. Due to the
pronounced spatiotemporal heterogeneity of water quality, if extended to monitor other
water bodies, in order to adapt the model to varying data dynamics, it would be imperative
to retrain the model and adjust hyperparameters based on the actual DO measurements
and remote sensing data specific to the water body’s region. This necessitates re-calibrating
the model to ensure its efficacy and accuracy under differing conditions.

4.2. Analysis of DO Spatial and Temporal Distribution in Lake Chaohu

Studying the spatial and temporal distribution of DO in lakes is essential for gaining a
deeper understanding of the state and changes in lake ecosystems and providing scientific
basis and guidance for lake management and protection. DO is a vital requirement for the
survival and reproduction of aquatic organisms, and the spatial and temporal distribu-
tion of DO in lake water can influence the structure and functioning of lake ecosystems.
Low DO concentrations can result in the death of aquatic organisms, population decline,
and reduced species diversity [38]. Oxygen deficiency in water bodies can also lead to
increased phosphorus release flux from sediments and reduced efficiency of inorganic
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nitrogen removal, leading to persistent eutrophication and posing risks to ecosystem in-
tegrity [39]. From the analysis of the temporal characteristics of DO in Lake Chaohu, it can
be observed that DO concentrations are significantly lower in the summer and autumn
seasons compared to the spring and winter seasons. Generally, higher water temperatures
correspond to lower-saturation DO concentrations in water bodies. In the summer and
autumn seasons, water temperatures are higher, resulting in lower DO concentrations,
while in the spring and winter seasons, water temperatures are lower, leading to higher
DO concentrations. This finding is consistent with previous studies [40]. In terms of spatial
distribution, Xinheruhuqu is closer to the urban area. On one hand, the increased presence
of vegetation and higher photosynthetic efficiency near urban areas, which are influenced
by urbanization, can contribute to higher DO concentrations. Moreover, water bodies
around urban areas often experience pollution from urban discharge, such as organic mat-
ter, nitrogen, and phosphorus. These pollutants are carried away by water flow, reducing
organic matter content in the water and consequently increasing DO concentrations. Addi-
tionally, water flow can bring in air and oxygen, further enhancing DO concentrations in the
water. Overall, understanding the spatial and temporal distribution of DO in Lake Chaohu
provides valuable insights into the lake’s ecological status and dynamics. It highlights the
importance of considering seasonal variations, water temperature, urban influence, and
water flow dynamics when assessing and managing lake ecosystems.

4.3. Analysis of Factors Affecting DO Concentration

We conducted a correlation analysis between daily average DO concentration and five
climate factors: temperature, latent heat flux from the land surface to the atmosphere, sur-
face air pressure, latent heat flux from the atmosphere to the land surface, and precipitation.
This analysis aimed to investigate the impact of different climate factors on DO concentra-
tion in Lake Chaohu. The results indicate that temperature is the primary factor influencing
DO concentration, followed by surface air pressure. These findings align with previous
studies [8,41]. When temperature increases, the molecular kinetic energy in the liquid phase
rises, weakening the intermolecular interactions. This accelerates the rate at which oxygen
molecules escape from the water, leading to a decrease in DO concentration. At the water’s
surface, gas exchange occurs between the water and the atmosphere, with oxygen being one
of the gases involved. When atmospheric pressure increases, oxygen dissolves more readily
into the water because dissolved oxygen exists in equilibrium between the gas and liquid
phases. Consequently, as atmospheric pressure increases, the concentration of dissolved
oxygen in the water also increases. According to Henry’s law [42], the solubility of a gas in
a liquid is directly proportional to the partial pressure of the gas at a given temperature.
Therefore, when atmospheric pressure increases, the DO concentration in the water also
increases. Additionally, water movement and turbulence enhance the diffusion of oxygen
between water and air, thereby increasing the DO concentration. Furthermore, flowing
water can mix oxygen-rich water with water that has a lower oxygen content, thereby
raising the overall DO concentration in the water body. On the other hand, hydrodynamics
can also influence the consumption of DO concentration. For example, in turbulent flows,
aquatic organisms are more active and have a higher respiration rate, resulting in greater
oxygen consumption. In such cases, the DO concentration may decrease. Therefore, hydro-
dynamic factors can affect the DO concentration in water bodies. In the management and
protection of water bodies, it is crucial to consider the influence of hydrodynamic factors to
ensure that the DO concentration meets the biological requirements while maintaining a
healthy aquatic ecosystem.

4.4. Prospective Nature of the Model

When selecting satellite data products, we often face a trade-off between spatial and
temporal resolution. In this study, although we utilized satellite data products with a 2 km
spatial resolution and excellent temporal resolution, we unavoidably encountered some
loss of spatial information. This scenario is common in practical applications, as there is
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rarely a single data source that can provide both high spatial resolution and high temporal
resolution simultaneously.

However, to address this trade-off, the consideration of synergy models or data fusion
techniques is suggested. The core idea of these approaches is to integrate information from
different data sources to compensate for their individual limitations. By combining high-
spatial-resolution data and high-temporal-resolution data, we can anticipate more accurate
results in both space and time dimensions. Synergy models can leverage the strengths of
diverse datasets to provide comprehensive information and enhance predictive accuracy.

Data fusion techniques can also mitigate the constraints arising from the spatial–
temporal trade-off to a certain extent. By merging data from various sources, we can exploit
their complementarity to obtain more comprehensive observational information. This can
be achieved through a range of algorithms and methods, including weighted fusion and
model-based fusion.

Introducing the topic of synergy models or data fusion in the discussion can showcase
our consideration and the forward-thinking nature of the study. While our research em-
ployed specific data sources, this does not imply that we are confined to those methods
alone for enhancing model accuracy and reliability. By harnessing the strengths of different
data sources, we have the opportunity to provide innovative solutions to address the
challenges posed by spatial–temporal trade-offs.

5. Conclusions

With the rapid development of artificial intelligence and remote sensing technology,
applying machine learning models to the inversion and prediction of water quality in
inland lakes has become a hot topic in the interdisciplinary field of artificial intelligence
and the environment. In this study, by utilizing a large amount of historical water quality
monitoring data and satellite remote sensing data, we have implemented increasingly
frequent and macroscopic monitoring activities using machine learning models. This
approach has the advantages of wide coverage and rapid monitoring, providing an effective
reference for improving the level of water environment monitoring and holding significant
implications for the protection of lake water quality. The main conclusions drawn from this
research are as follows:

(1) Based on the statistical analysis of measured DO data, it can be observed that Lake
Chaohu exhibits distinct seasonal variations in DO concentration over time. The MK
trend test indicates that the overall DO concentration in spring shows a significant
decreasing trend (p < 0.01), while the DO concentration in autumn shows a significant
increasing trend (p < 0.01). The DO concentration in summer (8.19 ± 2.29 mg/L)
is lower than in winter (11.69 ± 1.02 mg/L), and the trends vary among different
years, showing significant seasonal differences. The standard deviation of DO is
higher in summer and lower in winter, indicating greater fluctuations in DO during
summer and smaller fluctuations during winter. In terms of spatial distribution,
the section with the highest DO concentration in Lake Chaohu is Huanglu (11.88
± 0.84 mg/L), while the section with the lowest DO concentration is the area of
Xinheruhuqu (7.52 ± 2.05 mg/L). The northeastern region of Lake Chaohu (Huanglu
and Dongbanhuhuxin) generally exhibits relatively high DO concentrations, while the
southern region (Zhaoheruhuqu) generally exhibits relatively low DO concentrations.
Additionally, the coastal areas (Hubin and Zhongmiao) also have relatively high
DO concentrations.

(2) By using H8 synchronous satellite data and comparing various machine learning
models, it is found that the Random Forest (RF) model performs the best in DO
inversion, with an R2 of 0.84, RMSE of 0.69, and MAE of 0.54. These results outperform
other models, showing a 38% improvement in average R2, a 13% decrease in RMSE,
and a 33% decrease in MAE. This indicates that the model can accurately predict
DO concentration.
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(3) Based on the well-trained RF model and H8 data, the overall DO concentration in Lake
Chaohu from 2019 to 2021 was re-inverted. The results show seasonal variations in
DO concentration, with the highest concentrations occurring in winter and the lowest
in summer and autumn. From 2019 to 2021, the annual average DO concentrations in
the northwest, central-south, and northeast regions of Lake Chaohu were 10.12 mg/L,
9.98 mg/L, and 9.96 mg/L, respectively. It can be concluded that the DO concentration
in the northwest region of Lake Chaohu is higher than that in the central-south and
northeast regions.

(4) Combined with ERA5 data and the inverted DO data, the results indicate a significant
negative correlation between DO and temperature, with a correlation coefficient of
−0.615. Surface air pressure, latent heat flux from the atmosphere to the land surface,
and latent heat flux from the land surface to the atmosphere are the next significant
factors influencing DO concentration, with correlation coefficients of 0.583, −0.480,
and 0.444, respectively. The p-values for the correlations are all less than 0.01.
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